Abstract. Context-sensitive points-to analysis is critical for several program optimizations. However, as the number of contexts grows exponentially, storage requirements for the analysis increase tremendously for large programs, making the analysis non-scalable. We propose a scalable flow-insensitive context-sensitive inclusion-based points-to analysis that uses a specially designed multi-dimensional bloom filter to store the points-to information. Two key observations motivate our proposal: (i) points-to information (between pointer-object and between pointerpointer) is sparse, and (ii) moving from an exact to an approximate representation of points-to information only leads to reduced precision without affecting correctness of the (may-points-to) analysis. By using an approximate representation a multi-dimensional bloom filter can significantly reduce the memory requirements with a probabilistic bound on loss in precision. Experimental evaluation on SPEC 2000 benchmarks and two large open source programs reveals that with an average storage requirement of 4MB, our approach achieves almost the same precision (98.6%) as the exact implementation. By increasing the average memory to 27MB, it achieves precision upto 99.7% for these benchmarks. Using Mod/Ref analysis as the client, we find that the client analysis is not affected that often even when there is some loss of precision in the points-to representation. We find that the NoModRef percentage is within 2% of the exact analysis while requiring 4MB (maximum 15MB) memory and less than 4 minutes on average for the points-to analysis. Another major advantage of our technique is that it allows to trade off precision for memory usage of the analysis.
Introduction
Pointer analysis enables many compiler optimization opportunities and remains as one of the most important compiler analyses. For client analyses, both precision and speed of the underlying pointer analysis play a vital role. Several context-insensitive algorithms have been shown to scale well for large programs [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, these algorithms are significantly less precise for real world programs compared to their context-sensitive counterparts [5] [6] [7] [8] . Unfortunately, context-sensitive pointer analysis improves precision at the cost of highoften unacceptable -storage requirement and analysis time. These large overheads are an artifact of the large number of contexts that a program might have. For example, the SPEC2000 benchmark eon has 19K pointers if we do not consider context information but the number increases to 417K pointers if we consider all context-wise pointers. Scaling a context sensitive points-to analysis is therefore a challenging task. Recent research (see Related Work in Section 5) has focused on the scalability aspect of context-sensitive points-to analysis and achieves moderate success in that direction [9] [4] . However, the memory requirements are still considerably large. For instance, in [9] , most of the larger benchmarks require over 100 MB for points-to analysis. Hence, scalability still remains an issue. Also, none of the current analyses provide a handle to the user to control the memory usage of a points-to analysis. Such a feature will be useful when analyzing a program in a memory constrained environment.
The objective of a context-sensitive points-to analysis is to construct, for each pointer and context, a set containing all the memory locations (pointees) that the pointer can point to in that context. This paper proposes a new way of representing points-to information using a special kind of bloom filter [10] that we call a multi-dimensional bloom filter.
A bloom filter is a compact, and approximate, representation (typically in the form of bit vectors) of a set of elements which trades off some precision for significant savings in memory. It is a lossy representation that can incur false positives, i.e., an element not in the set may be answered to be in the set. However, it does not have false negatives, i.e., no element in the set would be answered as not in the set. To maintain this property, the operations on a bloom filter are restricted so that items can only be added to the set but can never be deleted 1 . Our motivation for using bloom filters for context-sensitive flowinsensitive points to analysis stems from the following three key observations.
-Conservative static analysis: As with any other compiler analysis, static points-to analysis tends to be conservative as correctness is an absolute requirement. Thus, in case of static may-points-to analysis, a pointer not pointing to a variable at run time can be considered otherwise, but not vice-versa. As a bloom filter does not have false negatives, a representation that uses bloom filters is safe. A bloom filter can only (falsely) answer that a pointer points to a few extra pointees. This only makes the analysis less precise and does not pose any threat to correctness. Further, as a bloom filter is designed to efficiently trade off precision for space it is an attractive representation to enable scalability of points-to analysis. -Sparse points-to information: The number of pointees that each contextwise pointer (pointer under a given context) actually points to is many orders of magnitude less than both the number of context-wise pointers and the total number of potential pointees. Hence, though the points-to set can potentially be very large, in practice, it is typically small and sparse. A bloom filter is ideally suited to represent data of this kind. When the set is sparse, a bloom filter can significantly reduce the memory requirement with a probabilistically low bound on loss in precision. -Monotonic data flow analysis: As long as the underlying analysis uses a monotonic iterative data flow analysis, the size of the points-to set can only increase monotonically. This makes a bloom filter a suitable choice as monotonicity guarantees that there is no need to support deletions.
The above observations make a bloom filter a promising candidate for representing points-to information. However, using the bloom filter as originally proposed in [10] is not efficient for a context sensitive analysis. We therefore extend the basic bloom filter to a multi-dimensional bloom filter (multibloom) to enable efficient storage and manipulation of context aware points-to information. The added dimensions correspond to pointers, calling contexts, and hash functions. The bloom filter is extended along the first two dimensions (pointers and calling contexts) to support all the common pointer manipulation operations (p = q, p = &q, p = * q and * p = q) and the query operation DoAlias(p, q) efficiently. The third dimension (hash functions) is essential to control loss in precision. We theoretically show and empirically observe that larger the number of hash functions, lower is the loss in precision. In effect, multibloom significantly reduces the memory requirement with a very low probabilistically bound loss in precision. The compact representation of points-to information allows the context sensitive analysis to scale well with the program size. The major contributions of this paper are:
-We propose a multi-dimensional bloom filter (multibloom) that can compactly represent the points-to information with almost no loss in precision. -Using extended bloom filter operations, we develop a context-sensitive flowinsensitive points-to analysis for C programs in the LLVM compilation infrastructure. -We show that by using multibloom, a user can control the total memory requirement of a compiler analysis, unlike in most other analyses. -We demonstrate the effectiveness of multibloom through experimental evaluation on 16 SPEC 2000 benchmarks and 2 real world applications. With less than 4MB memory on average (maximum 15MB), multibloom achieves more than 98% precision, taking less than 4 minutes per benchmark on average. -We also evaluate precision of a client Mod/Ref analysis. We find that using multibloom, the NoModRef percentage is within 1.3% of the exact analysis while requiring 4MB memory and 4 minutes on average for the points-to analysis.
Background
General purpose languages like C pose many challenges to the compiler community. Use of pointers hinders many compiler optimizations. Pointers with multiple indirections, pointers to functions, etc. only add to these challenges. For analyzing such complicated programs, however, it is sufficient to assume that all pointer statements in the program are represented using one of the four basic forms: address-of assignment (p = &q), copy assignment (p = q), load assignment (p = * q) and store assignment ( * p = q) [12] (we describe how these statements are handled by our analysis in Section 3). Our analysis handles all aspects of C (including recursion), except variable number of arguments.
Context-Sensitive Points-to Analysis
A context-sensitive points-to analysis distinguishes between various calling contexts of a program and thus, is able to more accurately determine the points-to information compared to the context-insensitive version [5] . This precision, however, comes at a price: storing the number of contexts, which is huge in a large C program. Consider the example program and its invocation graph shown in Figure 1 . The invocation graph shows that for different contexts, function f has 2 instances and function g has 4 instances. The number of distinct paths from main to the leaf nodes in the graph is equal to the number of different contexts the program has. In general, the number of contexts in a program can be exponential in terms of the number of functions. For instance, the number of methods in the open source program pmd is 1971, but it has 10 23 contextsensitive paths [9] . Therefore, for a context-sensitive points-to analysis, the number of points-to tuples can be exponential (in the number of functions in the program). The exponential blow up in the number of contexts, typically results in an exponential blow up in the storage requirement for exact representation of context-wise points-to tuples.
Reducing the storage requirements of a context-sensitive points-to analysis has attracted much research in pointer analysis. Several novel approaches have been proposed for scalable pointer analyses (see Section 5 for related work). Despite these advances, absolute values of memory and time required are substantially high. For instance, in [9] , all the benchmarks having more than 10K methods (columba, gantt, jxplorer, jedit, gruntspud) require over 100MB of memory. For the benchmarks we evaluate, we find that the number of pointers increases by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude if we track them in a context-wise manner. So it is possible that the memory and time requirements of a context-sensitive analysis will be a few orders of magnitude higher than a context insensitive analysis.
Our goal, in this paper, is to reduce this storage and execution time requirement of a context-sensitive points-to analysis. This is achieved by using a variant of bloom filter, which sacrifices a small amount of precision. As we shall see in the next subsection, once the user fixes the size of a bloom filter, he/she can estimate a probabilistic bound on the loss in precision as a function of the average number of pointees of a pointer (in a given context).
Bloom Filter
A bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure used to store a set of elements and test the membership of a given element [10] . In its simplest form, a bloom filter is an array of N bits. An element e belonging to the set is represented by setting the kth bit to 1, where h(e) = k and h is the hash function mapping element e to k th bit. For instance, if the hash function is h 1 (e) = (3 * e + 5)%N , and if N = 10, then for elements e = 13 and 100, the bits 4 and 5 are set. Membership of an element e is tested by using the same hash function. Note that element 3 also hashes to the same location as 13. This introduces false positives, as the membership query would return true for element 3 even if it is not inserted. Note, however, that there is no possibility of false negatives, since we never reset any bit.
The false positive rate can be reduced drastically by using multiple hash functions. Thus, if we use two hash functions for the above example, with h 2 (e) = (⌊e/2⌋ + 9)%N , then the elements e = 13, 100 get hashed to bits 5, 9. Note that a membership query to 3 would return false as location 0 (corresponding to h 2 (3)) is 0, even though location 4 (corresponding to h 1 (3)) is set. Thus, using multiple hash functions the false positives can be reduced.
The false positive rate P for a bloom filter of size N bits after n elements are added to the filter with d hash functions is given by Equation 1 (from [10] ).
This is under the assumption that the individual hash functions are random and different hash functions are independent. Unlike traditional data structures used in points-to analysis [5] [8], time to insert elements in a bloom filter and to check for their membership is independent of the number of elements in the filter.
Points-to Analysis using Bloom Filters
A points-to tuple p, c, x represents a pointer p pointing to variable x in calling context c. A context is defined by a sequence of functions and their call-sites. A naive implementation stores context-sensitive points-to tuples in a bloom filter by hashing the tuple p, c, x and setting that bit in the bloom filter. This simple operation takes care of statements only of the form p = &x. Other pointer statements, like p = q, p = * q, and * p = q require additional care. For example, for handling p = q type of statements, the points-to set of q has to be copied to p. While bloom filter is very effective for existential queries, it is inefficient for universal queries like "what is the points-to set of pointer p under context c?". One way to solve this problem is to keep track of the set of all pointees (objects). This way, the query F indP ointsT o(p, c) to find the points-to set for a pointer p under context c is answered by checking the bits that are set for each of the pointees. Although this is possible in theory, it requires storing all possible pointees, making it storage inefficient. Further, going through all of them every time to process a p = q operation makes this strategy time inefficient. Further complications arise if we want to support a context-sensitive DoAlias query. Therefore, we propose an alternative design that has more dimensions than a conventional bloom filter in order to support the pointer operations.
Multi-Dimensional Bloom Filter
Our proposed multi-dimensional bloom filter (multibloom) is a generalization of the basic bloom filter introduced in Section 2.2. It has 4 dimensions, one each for pointers, contexts, hash functions and a bit vector along the fourth dimension. It is represented as
. The configuration of a multibloom is specified by a 7-tuple P, C, D, B, M p , M c , H where P is the number of entries for pointers, C is the number of entries for contexts, D is the number of hash functions, B is the bit-vector size for each hash function, M p is the function mapping pointers, M c is the function mapping contexts and H is the family of hash functions. The first 4 entries (P, C, D, B) denote the number of unique values that can be taken along each dimension. For example C = 16 would mean that the multibloom has space for storing the pointee set for 16 contexts in which a pointer is accessed. We will have to map every context of a given pointer to one among 16 entries. The total size of the structure is Size = P × C × D × B. Given a points-to tuple p, c, x , it is entered into the multibloom as follows. P idx, Cidx and (Hidx 1 , Hidx 2 , · · · , Hidx D ) are obtained using M p , M c and H respectively. The tuple is added to multibloom by setting the following D bits:
Extending Bloom Filter Operations for p = q Statement: While processing p = q type of statement under context c, all we need to do is to find the B × D source bits from the multibloom that correspond to pointer q under the context c and bitwise-OR it with the B × D destination bits corresponding to pointer p under context c. This logically copies the pointees of q on to p without having to universally quantify all the pointees that q points to. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Handling statement p = q under context c in multibloom, with D hash functions and a B bit vector 
The map M p is an identity function I that returns a different value for p1, p2 and p3. The two hash functions h 1 and h 2 are defined as h 1 (x) = 0, h 2 (x) = 5, h 1 (y) = 3 and h 2 (y) = 3. C 0 maps every context to entry 0, since C = 1. As there is only one entry for context and each statement modifies one pointer, we illustrate the multibloom as 3 bloom filters. For clarity, we depict the multibloom as multiple 2-dimensional arrays in Figure 2 . Initially, all the bits in the buckets of each pointer are set to 0. The state of bloom filters after every iteration (the analysis is flow-insensitive) for the example code is shown in Figure 2 .
Extending Bloom Filter Operations for * p = q and p = * q: There are two ways to handle statements of the form * p = q and p = * q. One way is to extend the above strategy by adding more dimensions to the multibloom. This is extensible to multiple levels of indirection. This strategy would add more dimensions to our 4-dimensional bloom filter, one for each pointer dereference.
Clearly, this adds to storage and analysis time requirements. The second way is to conservatively assume that a pointer to a pointer points to the universal set of pointees and process the statement conservatively. The number of pointers to pointers is much less in programs compared to single-level pointers. Therefore, depending on the application, one may be willing to lose some precision by this conservative estimate. To obtain a good balance of storage requirement, analysis time and precision, we employ a combination of the above two techniques. We extend multibloom for two-level pointers (**p) and use the conservative strategy (universal set of pointees) for higher-level pointers (***p, ****p and so on). The conservative strategy results in little precision loss considering that less than 1% of all dynamic pointer statements contain more than two levels of pointer indirections (obtained empirically).
Extending multibloom for two-level pointers makes it look like
where S is the number of entries for pointers that are pointees of a two-level pointer. For single-level pointers, S is 1. For two-level pointers S is configurable. For higher-level pointers S is 1 and an additional bit is set to indicate that the pointer points to the universal set of pointees.
To handle load statement p = * q where p is a single-level pointer and q is a two-level pointer, all the cubes mb[Q][i] (i.e., C × D × B bits) corresponding to pointer q, ∀i = 1..S are bitwise-ORed to get a resultant cube. Note that S = 1 for the result, i.e., the result is for a single-level pointer. This cube is then bitwise-ORed with that of p, i.e., with mb[P ] [1] . This makes p point to the pointees pointed to by all pointers pointed to by q.
To handle store statement * q = p where p is a single-level pointer and q is a two-level pointer, the cube mb For mapping a pointer onto the range 1..S, we need a mapping function M s . The multibloom configuration is thus extended to include S and M s .
Example: Consider the program fragment given in the first column of Figure  3 . Consider a multibloom with configuration
The map M p is an identity function I that returns a different value for p1 through p5 The hash function h is defined as h(x) = 1 and h(y) = 4. The mapping function h s is defined as h s (p1) = 1 and h s (p2) = 2. Initially, all bits in the buckets for each pointer are set to 0. The state of bloom filters after each statement is processed is shown in the second column of Figure 3 . Third column describes the multibloom operation. Note that the above strategy of using an additional dimension for two-level pointers can be extended to include more dimensions to accommodate higher-level pointers. To measure the false positive rate we will now try to map the values back from a 4-dimensional multibloom to a 2-dimensional bloom filter so that we can apply Equation 1. As there are 16 contexts on an average per pointer and C = 8, on average 2 contexts would map to a given context bin. Therefore the number of entries per bloom filter would be twice the average number of pointees per context-wise pointer. Now assuming the representation across pointers is more or less uniform, we can use the equation with N = B ×D = 400, d = D = 8, n = 3 × 2 = 6 (average number of contexts per bin multiplied by average number of pointees per context-wise pointer). This gives a false positive rate of 0.5% per Equation 1 . In practice we find that the loss in precision is not perceivable at all. The NoAlias percentage, a metric used in [13] (explained in Section 4), in this case for the approximate representation is exactly the same as that for an exact representation which takes significantly higher amounts of memory.
Querying the Multibloom
The ultimate goal of alias analysis is to answer whether two pointers p and q alias with each other either in a specific calling context or in a context-insensitive manner. We describe below how multibloom can be used to answer these queries.
Algorithm 2 Handling context-sensitive DoAlias(q 1 , q 2 , c) Context-Sensitive Query A context-sensitive query is of type DoAlias(q 1 , q 2 , c).
To answer this query we need to first extract the B × D bit sets that belong to q 1 and q 2 under the context c. For each hash function the algorithm needs to determine if the corresponding bit vectors have at least one common bit with the value 1. If no such bit exists for any one hash function, then q 1 and q 2 do not alias. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 2. Note that this procedure is for single level pointers. In case q 1 and q 2 are higher-level pointers, the outermost for-loop of the procedure needs to be run for each value of s where s ∈ [1..S].
Context-Insensitive Query A context-insensitive query will be of type DoAlias(q 1 , q 2 ). The query is answered by iterating over all possible values of the context c and calling the context-sensitive version of DoAlias: DoAlias(q 1 , q 2 , c).
Only if under no context do q 1 and q 2 alias, it concludes that there is no alias. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 3.
Experimental Evaluation.

Implementation Details and Experimental Setup
All our implementation is done in the LLVM compiler infrastructure [13] and the analysis is run as a post linking phase. We implement two points-to analyses, one which has an exact representation (without false positives) of the points-to set and the other uses our proposed multiblooom representation. For an exact representation we store pointees per context for a pointer using STL vectors [14] . Both versions are implemented by extending Andersen's algorithm [15] for contextsensitivity. They are flow-insensitive and field-insensitive implementations that use an invocation graph based approach. Each aggregate (like arrays and structures) is represented using a single memory location. Neither version implements optimizations like offline variable substitution [16] . We evaluate performance over 16 C/C++ SPEC 2000 benchmarks and two large open source programs: httpd and sendmail. Their characteristics are given in Table 1 . KLOC is the number of Kilo lines of code, Total Inst is the total number of static LLVM instructions, Pointer Inst is the number of static pointer-type LLVM instructions and No. of Fns is the number of functions in the benchmark. The LLVM intermediate representations of SPEC 2000 benchmarks and open source programs were run using opt tool of LLVM on an Intel Xeon machine with 2GHz clock, 4MB L2 cache and 3GB RAM. To quantify the loss in precision with a multibloom implementation, we use the NoAlias percentage metric used in LLVM. It is calculated by making a set of alias queries for all pairs of pointer variables within each function in a program and counting the number of queries that return NoAlias. Larger the NoAlias percentage, more precise is the analysis (upper bounded by the precision of the exact analysis).
We evaluate the performance of a multibloom for many different configurations and compare it with the exact implementation. In all evaluated configurations we allow the first dimension (P ) to be equal to the number of unique pointers. We empirically found that the number of entries S for pointers pointed to by two-level pointers gives a good trade off between memory and precision for S = 5. The hash family H, the context mapper M c and the pointer-location mapper M s are derived from the in-built pseudo random number generator. Many different combinations were tried for the other three dimensions: C = (4, 8, 16), B = (10, 20, 50, 100) and D = (4, 8, 12, 16) . From now on, when we report the results, we refer to the multibloom configuration by the tuple (C −D−B). Below we report the results for select configurations that showed interesting behavior.
Tradeoff between Precision, Memory and Analysis Time
In Tables 3-4 we report the precision, time and memory requirements for various benchmarks. We compare 4 different multibloom configurations namely tiny t (4-4-10), small s (8-8-10), medium m (8-12-50) and large l (8-16-100) with exact which does not have any false positives.
Three out of the 18 benchmarks run out of memory when we run an exact analysis, highlighting the need for a scalable context-sensitive points-to analysis. All the multibloom configurations ran to completion successfully for these three benchmarks. The tiny configuration indicates significant reduction in both memory and analysis time. The memory requirement is three orders less, while the access time is reduced to about one-fourth for all benchmarks which take at least 20 seconds. The precision (in terms of NoAlias percentage) is within 7% for tiny of an exact analysis on average. At the other end, medium and large config- Table 4 . Precision (NoAlias %) vs Time (in sec). OOM means Out Of Memory. t is tiny, s is small, m is medium and l is large configuration. urations achieve full precision for all the benchmarks with significant savings in memory requirement for those requiring at least 15MB memory. However, this comes at a price in terms of analysis time. Thus medium and large are good configuration to use if precision is an absolute requirement. Even for the larger benchmarks they will lead to termination as they still provide a compact storage.
The small configuration proves to be an excellent trade off point. It achieves a good precision (within 1.5%) on average and achieves more than 10-fold memory reduction for benchmarks requiring more than 10MB memory for an exact analysis. It takes around the same amount of time on benchmarks that terminate with exact analysis. It should be noted that for smaller benchmarks (mesa, ammp, twolf, gzip, bzip2, mcf, equake and art) the configuration small requires more time than exact configuration. However, for larger benchmarks we see significant improvements in analysis time using bloom filter. One unique advantage of using multibloom is the user-control over various parameters to trade off precision for memory or vice versa. To reduce memory requirement for medium and large, we experimented with smaller values of S. The results for S = 1 versus S = 5 are given in Table 2 (memory in KB and precision as NoAlias percentage). We observe that with at most 1% reduction in average precision, we can obtain around 18% reduction in average memory requirement. In summary, a multibloom representation guarantees a compact storage representation for context-sensitive points-to analysis and allows the user to pick the configuration depending on whether analysis time or accuracy is more desirable. 
Mod/Ref Analysis as a Client to Points-to Analysis
Next we analyze how the loss in precision in the points-to analysis due to false positives affect the client analyses. We use the Mod/Ref analysis as the client of our multibloom based points-to analysis. For a query GetM odRef (callsite, pointer), the Mod/Ref analysis checks whether callsite reads or modifies the memory pointed to by pointer. It has four outcomes: (i) NoModRef: call-site does not read from or write to memory pointed to by pointer, (ii) Ref: call-site reads from the memory pointed to by pointer, (iii) Mod: call-site writes to (and does not read from) the memory pointed to by pointer, and (iv) ModRef: call-site reads from and writes to the memory pointed to by pointer. M odRef is most conservative and should be returned when it is not possible to establish otherwise for a safe analysis. The more precise an approximate points-to analysis the more often will it answer NoModRef (upper bounded by an exact analysis). Figure 4 shows percentage of queries answered NoModRef by the analysis. From the figure, it can be seen that the NoModRef percentage with multibloom is 96.9% of the exact analysis even with a tiny configuration. For small configuration, it improves further to 98.7%. This shows that a client analysis is hardly affected due to loss in precision by using an approximate representation, while still enjoying the benefits of reduced memory and time requirements.
An important aspect of using multibloom is the provision of selecting a configuration on need basis. For more precise analysis, one can trade off memory and speed requirements by choosing larger values for C, D and B. For scalable analyses, one can reduce these values trading off some precision.
Related Work.
Many scalable pointer analysis algorithms are context-and flow-insensitive [1] . As scalability became an important factor with increasing code size, interesting mechanisms were introduced to approximate the precision of a full blown context-sensitive and flow-sensitive analysis. [17] proposed one level flow to improve precision of context-insensitive, flow-insensitive analyses, still maintaining the scalability. Later, several inclusion-based scalable analyses were proposed [2] [3] [4] , based on some novel data structures for points-to analysis like BDD. Similar to ours, several context-sensitive but flow-insensitive analyses have been recently proposed. Since inclusion-based analyses are costly, several unificationbased algorithms were introduced, trading off precision for speed [1] , [18] . Several context-sensitive algorithms proposed earlier [5] [6] [7] [8] are flow-sensitive. Flowsensitivity adds to precision but typically makes the analysis non-scalable. The idea of bootstrapping [19] enables context-and flow-sensitive algorithms to scale.
Various enhancements have also been made to the original Andersen's inclusionbased algorithm: online cycle elimination [20] to break dependence cycles on the fly, offline variable substitution [16] to reduce the number of pointers tracked during the analysis, location equivalence [21] and semi-sparse flow-sensitivity [22] . These enhancements are orthogonal to the usage of bloom filters. One can implement a points-to analysis with, for instance, online cycle elimination with points-to tuples stored in bloom filters and enjoy combined benefits.
Several novel data structures have been used in the last decade to scale points-to analysis, like ROBDD [2] [23] [9] , ZBDD [24] . These data structures store exact representation of the points-to information and have no false positives. In contrast, bloom filters are useful for storing information in an approximate way. Also, our multibloom filter approach provides the user to control the memory requirement with a probabilistic lower bound on the loss in precision. Optimistic results for pointer analysis hint that bloom filters would be very useful for other compiler analyses as well.
Conclusions
In this paper we propose the use of multi-dimensional bloom filter for storing points-to information. The proposed representation, though, may introduce false positives, significantly reduces the memory requirement and provides a probabilistic lower bound on loss of precision. As our multibloom representation introduces only false positives, but no false negatives, it ensures safety for (may-)points-to analysis. We demonstrate the effectiveness of multibloom on 16 SPEC 2000 benchmarks and 2 real world applications. With average 4MB memory, multibloom achieves almost the same (98.6%) precision as the exact analysis taking about average 4 minutes per benchmark. Using Mod/Ref analysis as the client, we find that the client analysis is not affected that often even with some loss of precision in points-to representation. Our approach, for the first time, provides user a control on the memory requirement, yet giving a probabilistic lower bound on the loss in precision. As a future work, it would be interesting to see the effect of approximation introduced using bloom filters with the approximations introduced in control-flow analyses such as kCFA or in unification of contexts.
